ACROSS
1) Conceal, like a magician 41) Like morning air, sometimes
5) What have we here 42) Residents of Mashhad
9) Favorite's defeat 43) Riot queller
14) On the safe side, nautically 44) Certain possessive
15) Tobacco dryer 46) Sandra, Ruby or Kiki
16) Like one born yesterday 47) Is a nuisance to
17) They can supersize your work 53) Pressed for time
20) Come on stage 58) Like some columns
21) They're dyeing for a job 59) It's in Rio de Janeiro
22) Sugar substitute? 62) Give off, as perspiration
25) Ballpark figure 63) Like an angel or butterfly
26) Drinks to excess 64) News blurb
28) Library penalty 65) Puts into piles
32) Standard of perfection 66) Easter preparation
37) One with candy and flowers 67) Notorious Roman emperor
38) Certain wire stripper

THREE ON THE BEAT
By Armee Duquoy

DOWN
1) Strode back and forth
2) One way to go it
3) Greek penny
4) Gangland's Lansky
5) Truck-weight unit
6) Halloween costume option
7) Schools of thought
8) Lady Liberty, e.g.
9) Not groovy, man
10) Physical suffering
11) Geometric function
12) Happily ___ after
13) Dick's Truehart
18) Anger
19) Machinery parts
23) Mix together
24) Carry-on bag
27) Shrubby evergreen plant
28) Centers of interest
29) Minuscule amount
30) Popular gas in Vegas
31) Acts human?
32) Titan or Minuteman, e.g.
33) Young toon explorer
34) Long and impressive, as a film
35) Altar's place
36) Albanian buck
37) White as a ghost
39) Ungraceful entrance?
40) Barely broiled
44) Prefix meaning "trillion"
45) Like many teas
46) Where some tears are found
48) Blood relative
49) Drive a nail at an angle
50) On mom's side
51) Kitchen device
52) Blockhead
53) Italian coolers
54) NASA scrub
55) One mimicking
56) Biblical verb, with "thou"
57) Ivy League campus
60) Bert's twin sister, in fiction
61) Guggenheim procurement